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Data quality is fitness for use in special application context
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What�is�data�quality?

Strong, D.M., Lee, Y.W., Wang, R.Y.: Data quality in context. Communications of the ACM 40(5) (1997) 103-110

What is fitness for use?  What is application context ?
How do we measure “fitness for use”?  Do we have metrics for that?



Metrics on LOD

Zaveri1 surveyed 69 metrics and categorized them into 4
dimensions:

Accessibility
Intrinsic
Contextual
Representational

They do not measure the quality from the user's usability point of
view
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Zaveri, A., Rula, A., Maurino, A., Pietrobon, R., Lehmann, J., Auer, S.: Quality assessment for linked data: A survey. Semantic Web Journal 7 (2016) 63-93



Quality model in software engineering 

The quality model in ISO/IEC 250101 distinguishes three quality
approaches: internal quality, external quality, and quality in use
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1. ISO/IEC25010: Systems and software engineering -Systems and software Quality Requirements and Evaluation (SQuaRE)-System and software quality 
models.(2011)



We also divide the quality of LOD into three factors, namely,
internal quality, external quality, and quality in use

We further map the quality dimensions of linked data mentioned in 
Zaveri1 into internal and external factors in our model

Data quality model we proposed 
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1. Zaveri, A., Rula, A., Maurino, A., Pietrobon, R., Lehmann, J., Auer, S.: Quality assessment methodologies for linked open data. SWJ (2012)



The most common usage scenario in 
data sets——Query and Check the 
Answer

Queriability measures how easily an end user can 
construct a correct query on a dataset.

Informativity shows how informative a data set is under 
a particular usage context
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``Quality in use’’ are based on 
``Context of use”

"context of use" refers as usage context or usage scenario

Context of use implies user requirements

We use question sets to represent user requirements
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Manual process to query on datasets

We design an experiment to investigate manual
processes.

including 5 persons (familiar with SparQL), 10 questions.
datasets (DBpedia, YAGO)
Evaluators write processes description in texts (including
steps, times spent in each step, queries and results )
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Summarized Processes of constructing a 
query

1. Analyze each question
and find the patterns of
the question

2. Find suitable vocabularies 
in the KBs

3. Construct the query using
SPARQL syntax and
execute the query

4. Repeat step 1-3 if the
results are not desirable
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pattern finding

Time Consuming

SPARQL techniques

Wrong patterns or vocabularies



Vocabularies finding steps 

The vocabularies include domain names, property names,
property values as well as instance names

We call the step to find domain names as "domain selection" step
As property names and properties values are related, they are
combined together as "property constraint selection" step
Both steps are time-consuming (15 minutes on average) and 
evaluators may try many times before success.

The vocabularies finding step relates to the design of each 
datasets, and is the target we want to investigate.  
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Queriability Metrics

We design two kinds of Queriability metrics: subjective and 
(how easily objective

Subjective metrics
Difficulty Rating, after evaluators finish constructing a query, they 
give ratings on how difficulty the process was. The rating has five 
levels: (1) very easy, (2) easy, (3) average, (4) difficult, and (5) 
very difficult.

Objective metrics
Query Construction Time (T)
Query Construction Time On Domain (Ta)
Query Construction Time On Property Constraint (Tb)
Number of Attempts (NOA)
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Informativity Metrics

Subjective metrics
Informativeness Rating, is the users' rating on the 
informativeness that the results contain. It has five levels: 
(1) very little information  (2) little information                        
(3) some information        (4) a fair amount of information       
(5) lots of information.

Objective metrics
Precision
Recall
Comprehensive Informativity (CI)
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Evaluated Knowledge Bases

KBs #class #property #instance #fact

DBpedia 683 451k 4.58 M 68.1 M

YAGO 56k 75 2.89 M 7.8 M
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DBpedia2014 and YAGO2S

The class in YAGO is much richer than DBpedia

The number of property and fact are very huge



Questions

Data requirements of users are modeled as question sets

Two sources
QALD1 (Question Answering over Linked Data)
WebQuestion2 from the NLP laboratory of Standford

13 questions from QALD and 13 from WebQuestion
Give me all female Russian astronauts.
Which countries have more than two official languages?...
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1. http://greententacle.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/cunger/qald/index.php?x=home&q=home
2. http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/sempre/
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Provide the basis of tool support for 
constructing SparQL



Evaluation process

Each evaluator first chooses a question from the question list 
and selects a target KB (YAGO or DBpedia).

Then sets the domain of the question and inputs property 
constraints to construct a corresponding query

Executable query is generated and run in the KB

The results are returned to the evaluator, and the evaluator 
give subject evaluation 
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1. Select question and KB

Give me all female Russian astronauts
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2.set the domain

When we set the domain of this question as “anstronaut”, we 
can find its subclasses. Here “Russina_cosmonauts” is closer 
to the question
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The evaluation 
tool can show 
the subclasses 
and superclasses 
of a domain



Set the property constraint for “female”

The property should be “hasGender” in YAGO and the 
property value should be “female”. 

213.set property constraint

PATTY is used to get the properties 
contained in the question to obtain 
the candidates of a property

DBpedia Spotlight is used to
annotate the instances in the
question, the instances may
be the value of the property



After the setting for domain and property constraint, the SPARQL 
query is generated automatically according to the pattern

224. generate query

PREFIX yago: <http://yago-knowledge.org/resource/> .

Select ?s where {
?s rdf:type* yago:wikicategory_Russian_astronomers . 
?s yago:hasGender yago:female
}
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It costs evaluators more time on YAGO than 
on DBpedia to find a satisfactory query
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Query Construction on Domain

YAGO contains a huge number of classes: 451k classes),

Long class names: wikicategory_Failed_assassins_of_United_States_presidents
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they spend much more time on YAGO than 
on DBpedia



Query Construction Time on Property 
Constraint
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DBpedia has more property than YAGO (55000) . There exist a lot of
nearly duplicated properties, which lead to more effort on selecting
properties. (eg. dateOfBirth, birthDate, birth, birthdate and birthday
in DBpedia)

When considering 
properties selection, it 
takes longer on DBpedia
than on YAGO. 



Number of Attempts in
DBpedia is more than that in YAGO
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First half:  users are not familiar with YAGO classes. They find wrong classes
and try to change the properties to construct a query, which leads to a
number of failed attempts.
Second half: Users have a better understanding of the YAGO taxonomy and
are aware that they should rely more on it.



Even with the help of our tool, it is not 
easy to construct  a query for any 

No question is rated as very easy. 

Most questions are above average. Some are rated as 
“very difficult”.
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DBpedia: the polysemy of type words. For example, presidents can 
be presidents of countries or presidents of organizations.  

DBpedia example: “Give me all presidents of the United States,”,  
the results include the Chairman of the Federal Reserve and other 
types of presidents.

YAGO Example: the class “wikicategory German actors” means 
actors whose nationality, not birthplace, is German. 
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DBpedia and YAGO have low recalls

DBpedia: Duplicated properties as mentioned before.

YAGO: it really does not contain enough properties with
enough facts
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In summary, Neither results in DBpedia
and YAGO are satisfactory, and YAGO is 
slightly better than DBpedia
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lessons learned from our assessment 
work—— if datasets are intended to be 
used by human instead of computers 

Naming convention for classes, objects and properties are
required in the LOD world, similar to that in software

Duplicate property names should be avoided since they will
mislead the users

There should be a tradeoff between the number of classes
and the number of properties.
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Big questions——What are these 
LOD datasets for? 

Target
Human: clear design, clear semantics, clean schema, no 
superficial inconsistency.  
Machine——Statistic Based.  Could be inconsistency and 
vague. (In the era of deep learning)
Machine — Classical  Logic based.     No.!

Task 
100% correct Query 
Not 100% Query (As in our daily life. Q&A)
Data analysis and Data Mining
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Q&A


